Recent advances in the development ofreactor-pumped lasers (RPL's) have stimulated renewed interest in the concept of laser-powered propulsion. This paper surveys a number oflaser propulsion concepts and identifies the ooe that is most promising from the standpoint ofpracticality. It is proposed that a ground-based FALCON (Fission-Activated Laser CONcept) RPL can provide primary power for this launch vehicle design. The laser-vehicle system could launch small payloads into low-earth orbit (LEO) with high repetition rates and at low costs per kilogram. For the favored design, thruster efficiencies are currently estimated to be about 50% with 80% being seen as a potentially realizable goal after further design refinements Laser launch system simulations indicate that, with a buy-in laser power of 10 MW, it will be possible to obtain specific impulses in the range of600 to 800 seconds and payload-to-power ratios of 1 to 3 kg/MW.
RPL PROPULSION FOR LEO MISSIONS
The concept ofRPL-propulsion to LEO is illustrated in Figure 1 . A ground-based laser (GBL) system is used to beam radiant power to an ascending launch vehicle. The laser beam is focused onto the launch vehicle's heat exchanger (HX) with the use ofa steerable beam director having a deformable mirror. The mirror has the capability ofpre-distorting the beam so as to compensate for wavefront distortions caused by atmospheric turbulence. Real-time control signals for the mirror are provided by an adaptive optics unit which uses a low-power laser beam to sense the degree ofturbulence and distortiorL With these corrections, the laser beam incident upon the vehicle's HX is nearly diffraction-limited.
A number oflaser-powered propulsion system designs have been proposed during the last decades. Many ofthese are variations on the basic continuous-wave (CW) direct-heating thruster design, which will be described later.14 A more recent advance in 1aserwered vehicle design has been developed and promoted by J. T. Kare at Lawrence Livermore National g9-Iz The Kare design was used to obtain the performance parameters displayed in Figure 1 .
The design by Kare uses a CW laser source, a metallic HX and liquid-hydrogen propellant This so-called CW/HX launch vehicle can provide specific impulses of600 to 800 seconds, which is well above that Obtained with conventional chemical thrusters. The overall thruster efficiency is estimated to be about 50%, but it may be possible to achieve 80% efficiency after additional design refinements. The ratio ofdeliverable payload mass to laser power is about 1 to 3 kg/MW.913
The GBL system design depicted in Figure 1 assumes a CW4aser power output of 10 MW, which is the estimated buy-in power for such systems. '3yl having masses in the range of 10 kg and greater are of importance, and have acquired the descriptive name "microsat". With a 10-MW laser it would be possible to cost-effectively deliver very large total payloads to LEO as sequences of small payloads having masses of about 10 kg and greater. System simulation results indicate that the Kare laser-powered launch vehicle design will be capable of delivering about 14 kg of payload to LEO with a laser producing 10 MW of output power.
ADVANTAGES OF GBL PROPULSION
The use of a GBL system to remotely provide power for launch vehicle propulsion has a number of advantages over conventional methods. Most important is the fact that the primary power source does not have to be carried into orbit with *This work was performed at Sandia National Laboratories and was supported by the Department of Energy under contract DE-ACO4-94AL85000. the vehicle itself: Only the propellant, the propellant tankage, the solid beat exchanger, and the payloadare onboard the vehicleduring its ascent This makes possible a significant increase in the ratio ofpayload mass to initial launch mass.
GBL-powered launch vehicles are relatively simple in design. Much ofthe complexity and weight associated with conventional power production subsystems has been removed from the vehicle and transferred to the ground. These vehicles can be constructed at much lower total cost, as a result oftheir overall structural simplicity. Furthermore, this cost savings can be enhanced by mass-production ofthe vehicles.
The cost per kilogram ofpayload promises to be much lower than for conventional launch systems. Current estimates are that, for a large total payload delivered in small packages at high repetition rates, the cost per unit mass may be smaller by an order ofmagnitude.'3 The GBL-powered method also enjoys the advantage ofbeing synergistic. Once the laser system is available for launching vehicles to LEO, it can also be used for other applications Two examples are beaming laser power to geosynchronous-orbit (GSO) satellites and utilizing laser power for industrial processing ofmaterial surfaces.
APPLICATIONS OF GBL PROPULSION
Many applications of GBL-powered propulsion have been proposed. It would be ideal for rapid deivety of small, highvalue items to the proposed US space station or to the Russian Mir station. The same would apply to other large space systems being assembled in LEO. Life-support resupplies, electronic replacements, small zero-g expeiiments, biological test samples, and special tools are examples ofsmall payloads that could be delivered quickly and efficiently.
Laser-powered propulsion could be used to provide remote power for an orbital transfer vehicle (OTV). This would result in lowering the costs ofraising communications Satellites from LEO to GSO. Laser-powered OTV's could also be used to transfer retired Satellites having nuclear power systems into safer orbits. They could Ultimately prove to be one ofthe most practical means ofdeivering construction materials and resupplies to a lunar-base, as well.
A GBL-powered vehicle could be used to launch a special scientific package into LEO for the acquisition of important data from transient events Examples are super nova, unexpected solar phenomena, transient ozone layer effects, and unusual weather patterns. GBL-powered vehicles could ultimately be used to dispose ofnuclear waste in deep space. Launching small packages would lower costs and reduce the risk associated with an unsuccessful mission. Figure 2 represents one ofthe most studied designs for using a CW laser system to power a launch vehicle. A collecting mirror is used to concentrate the incident laser beam and direct it through an optical window in the wall ofthe heating chamber. The propellant gas is directly heated by the beam and thrust is developed as the super-heated gas expands through the throat ofthe nozzle. An advantage ofthis design is that it is potentially capable ofproviding very high thruster efficiencies2
CW DIRECT-}ffiATING ThRUSTER DESIGN
A disadvantage ofthis design results from the use ofthe onboard beam collector and alignment control system. Together they make the design very complex, potentially costly, and quite massive. Another disadvantage is that the window restricts the laser wavelengths that can be used. Extremely high optical transparency is essential for preventing power losses and thermal damage to the window. The high temperature of the absorption region or "hot spot" within the chamberisalsoaconcern Itrequiresthatmaterialsusedtoconstructallportionsofthechamberwouldhavetobehighly temperature resistant.2
PULSED-LASERTHRUSTER DESIGN
The pulsed-laser vehicle in Figure 3 uses a high-power laser with pulsed format. The leading pulse serves to ablate a thin layer of solid propellant, while the second pulse superheats the resulting gases. The thrust that is generated by this process Consideration ofthe materialsand construction techniques required indicate that the total dry mass ofthc vehicle will be distributed almost equally among the payload, the solid lix, and the propellant tank"3
The overall efficiency ofthe CW/BX thruster systems has been estimated to be about 50%. With additional design refinements, this could be increased considerably, with 80% being a potentially realizable goal. System perfonnance parameters have been determined using simulations, in which the thruster efficiency was set at the more conservative value of4O% to provide better compañsons with CW directheating thruster designs 113
An important measure ofperformance for earth4oLEO launch vehicles is the ratio ofthe payload inserted into orbit to the required output power ofthe GBL system. For the CW/HX vehicle designs, this ratio is estimated to be in the range of about 1 to 3 kg/MW. Thus, for a "IniCrOsat" having a mass ofabout 10 kg, a GBL output power ofthe order of 10 MW will beadeqUate.'1'3
The required incident laser intensity at the exterior surface ofthe HX has been estimated to be about 10 MW/rn2. This will provide the optimal operating temperatore for the HX which is estimated to be about 1000°C. Many materials typically used in vehicle construction can readily survive this temperature. In addition, heat loss by reradiation will not be a serious obem'"3
The specific impulse produced by the CWIHX laser-powered thruster is estimated to be 600 to 800 seconds. This is considerably higher than that provided by chemical thrusters, but is lower than for some ofthe CW direct.'heating thruster designs. However, when all performance parameters are considered, the CW/HX thruster design proves to be superior to its competitors."13
ADVANTAGES OF RPL's
The FALCON (FissionActivated Laser CONcept) RPL is being developed by the Department ofEnergy at Sandia National Laboratories. The lase?s power is supplied by fission fragments which are produced in its reactor. Small-scale laser-physics experiments have demonstrated lasing at a number ofnear-infrared wavelengths and at intrinsic efficiencies of 1-3%. [17] [18] [19] [20] RPL's have a number ofdesign and operationsi characteristics that make them ideally suited for providing CW power to small bunch vehicles. The RPL is a self.powered laser system, and so does not have to be located near electric power generation facilities. Nor does it require the transportation oflarge volumes oftoxic chemicals to or from the GBL site.
Laser propulsion from earth to LEO will require continuous laser power for about 500 seconds. RPL's are well suited on this count, as well. The energy content of an RPL's fuel is very high, so power can be provided for long periods of time between refuelings. Furthermore, RPL's are compact, requiring the smallest ground facilities of all high-power laser systems proposed.
Tests already conducted with sub-scale FALCON RPL components demonstrate that current technologies are sufficient for many aspects of its operation. Additional tests, design enhancements, and full-scale construction will require technologies that are at most near4erm, so no significant breakthroughs are required.
The FALCON laser will be at least as safe to operate as many commercial reactors already on-line. The total amount of radioactive inventory is orders of magnitude lower than for commercial systems. In addition, the power density is about an order of magnitude smaller. The FALCON RPL operates at relatively low temperatures and gas-flow pressures, which greatly reduces the likelihood of an accidental release.
FLIGHT PLAN FOR A CWIBX VEHICLE
A flight plan has been developed which is consistent with the requirements for the CW/HX laserpowered launch vehicle design13 The beam director must have a clear line-of-sight to the vehicle during the entire laserpowered ascent to orbit. Also, the angle between the beam and the local site zenith must be maintained at less than about 60 degrees, to assure that adaptive optics can adequately compensate for wavefront distortions.
For the first CW/HX design, laserpowered flight bens after the vehicle has been boosted to a point well above the ground-based laser site. This can be accomplished with the use ofa small solid4uel rocket. For the second design the vehicle must be initially displaced horizontally with respect to the laser.
For both CW/HX designs the GBL system is used to provide power for a nearly vertical ascent to an altitude ofabout 100 km. Then a laser-powered pitch-over maneuver is performed in preparation for orbital insertion. Next, the vehicle accelerates under laser power until orbital velocity is achieved at an altitUde ofabout 400 km and a down-range distance ofabout 1000 km. Small on-board thrusters can then be used to trim the orbit.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Simulations oflaser-powered launch vehicles have been performed at Sandia National Laboratories. Performance parameters have been Obtained for the CWIHX vehicle design and the FALCON laser. The ifight plan described in the last section was used and the thruster efficiency was conservatively set at 40%. Comparisons with other competing laser powered launch vehicle designs were perfrmed'3 Table 1 shows results ofifight simulations for the CW/HX vehicle design. Two payload masses have been considered. The 14kg payload, which was used by A. Kantrowitz in his orina1 studies,14 is typical ofsocalled "microsat" payload masses. The 60-kg payload is ofgreater interest for missions requiring the delivery oflarge total payloads to LEO'3 The total launch mass, including the propellant mass, is provided for each of the two payload values. The laser output power required and the resulting payload-to-power ratio are also included. Note that the 14-kg payload can be launched into LEO with a 10-MW laser, and that tripling the laser power will result in a four-fold increase in the mass of each deliverable payload.
GBL-powered propulsion is an innovative and promising method of launching small payloads into LEO. It may reduce the cost per kilogram of payload by an order of magnitude. Of the several vehicle designs considered, the CWIHX case is the simplest and has the best overall performance characteristics, as determined by simulations. One of the most important advantages of laser-powered propulsion is that it utilizes a reusable primary power source, rather than one which is 
